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TABLES LEGEND

Icons represent the type of tops available for a specific table base. Top model #/U indicates umbrella hole is available.

acrylic & gl a ss
Our thick, resilient acrylic table tops feature an
attractive "hammered" textured pattern and are available
on most Troptione® Tables. They are weather and shatter
resistant, making them as tough as they are stylish. When
ease of maintenance, durability and safety are of concern,
Acrylic Tops are the ideal solution.
All our glass table tops are 3/16" thick and are tempered
for strength and safety. Our Obscure Glass Tops feature an
attractive "hammered" texture which helps minimize finger
prints and hide unsightly dirt. While our Smoked Glass Tops
are elegant and stylish, boasting crystal clarity.
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Acrylic
(A/U)

Obscure Glass
(G/U)

Smoked Glass
(GS)

aluminum
Enjoy the artistry and elegance of aluminum table tops
without the expense. Boulevard and La'Stratta Patterned
Aluminum Table Tops complement our furniture collections.
Ion Table Tops are made from a solid aluminum fabricated
sheet. These aluminum outdoor table tops are the ideal
table surface where cost-effective durability is required.

Boulevard
(SB/U)

La’Stratta
(SL/U)

Ion
(SN/U)

hpl
high pressure laminate (hpl) table tops are strong,
undividable sheets with multiple attractive finish options to
enhance any outdoor environment. The protective UV layer,
decorative pattern, and solid phenolic resin core material
are fused together with high pressure and heat to create
these durable HPL Table Tops.

Raduno
(H/U)

stonework s ®
cabretta table tops feature a leather-looking finish in
a curved, sculpted edge. Made of glass-fiber reinforced
polymer, the Cabretta Table Top is perfect for a traditional
or rustic outdoor environment.
Designed to mimic Italian quarried stone, these faux
granite table tops offer a regal appearance with an easy
maintenance regiment. Weather-resistant and durable, these
faux stone tops feature a chiseled edge and hand-applied
patinas protected by strong sealants.
Inspired by nature, sabia table tops are made of glassfiber reinforced polymer for a durable outdoor table. Sabia
Table Tops allow tables to be grouped together seamlessly.
The summit table tops feature a texture that mimics
flamed granite and a smooth beveled edge with mitered
corners.
With a refractive textured center and smooth, sculpted edge,
varano table tops are a unique piece of patio furniture.
Made of glass-fiber reinforced polymer, Varano Table Tops
are durable and will make a statement.

Cabretta
(CB/U)
(Sculpted Edge,
Curved Sides)

Faux Granite
(FG/U)

Sabia
(SA/U)

Summit
(SM/U)
(Beveled Edge)

Varano
(VN/U)
(Sculpted Edge)

oem
Built by other manufacturers, original equipment manufacturer (oem) table tops of a standard size may suit one of Tropitone’s select table bases.
These table bases are suitable for other manufacturers (oem) flat bottom tops. For detailed specifications, please visit www.tropitone.com.
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TABLES FINISHES
acrylic & gl a ss finishes
Acrylic

Obscure Glass

Smoked Glass

aluminum details
Boulevard

La’Stratta

Ion

hpl finish co lor s
Raduno

White De Pesco (WDP)

Natural Cotton (NCT)

Sunstone (SUS)

Milano Mahogany (MMG)

Boulder (BLD)

Pewter Brush (PTR)

Ebony Star (ENS)

stonework s ® finish color s
Cabretta

Weathered Gray (WGY)

Dark Chocolate (DKC)

Morocco (MOR)

Tucson (TUC)

River Rock (RVR)

White (WHT)

Brown (BRN)

Black (BLK)

Basalt (BST)

Kaffee (KAF)

Shadow (SHA)

Gray Mist (GRM)

Ganache (GCH)

Faux Granite

Sabia

Summit

Varano
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